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Oceanside, CA — For a limited time, the Debt Free League website is offering a free Lentz Join Hampton Roads

copy of SETTLE Credit Card, Medical 8 Business Debt for PENNIES on the Dollar. Bankshares' Credit Risk

The book by financial industry whistle-blower, Victor N. Chevalier reveals eye-opening Management Team

schemes that banks and credit card companies deviously use to entrap Americans

into a perpetual debt cycle. Albeit, the author unveils powerful debt relief secrets to help Analysis

disentangle debtors from their cancerous credit card debt and other unsecured debts. ARM Companies Under Pressure
as Q2 Ends with Persistent

The book's key focus is to dissuade debtors against the common pursuit of filing Consumer Pessimism

bankruptcy (http: //debtfreeleague.corn/bankruptcy. html). As confirmed by the U.S.
Market Report: Seven Factors

courts, by June 30, 2009, bankruptcy filings increased by 35% compared to the Influencing the Credit Card

previous year. Business filings totaling 55,021 represented a 63% recession-driven Market

spike.
Credit Card Delinquencies Drop
As Charge-Qffs Continue to Rise We%

However, the author suggests a detour from bankruptcy when far better debt relief

solutions exist. "Statistics indicate that most bankruptcy filers could have avoided green
bankruptcy if they had an additional $250 in monthly income. This can be as simple as Publications

screen!
getting a part-time job, or working a few extra work hours," Mr. Chevalier adds. Credit Professional's Handbook

The high unemployment rate is a predominant bankruptcy culprit. But thankfully, the Credit Scoring: The Future of just say NO to

book gives sufferers of income loss a number of solutions to get back on their feet. Decisioning in the A/R Process e Collect fo nst

Alas, bankruptcy risks can gain a fresh start without the need to declare bankruptcy.
Best of the Agency Examiner

A key technique in the book legally empowers people to stop creditor harassment.

People can also learn how to settle unsecured personal and business debt with Research ff L merlin
creditors, debt collectors, and attorneys for pennies on the dollar. Furthermore, all of Kaulkin Report 6th Edition - The
the valuable information is totally free. Credit Economy @

• •

The anti-bankruptcy advocate also cautions people against the means test, a Kaulkin Report 7 Excerpt - The

requirement of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act that Credit Card Industry: A Farewell
to Cash 44

makes it harder to qualify to discharge all or most debts via Chapter 7 bankruptcy.

Kaulkin Report 7 Excerpt

The bankruptcy law also requires completion of a six month credit counseling Significant Forecasted Growth in
Consumer Credit 44

(http: //debtfreeleague.corn/consumer credit counseling. html) course before a

bankruptcy can be discharged. Motioning against this inconvenient requirement, Mr.
Products and ServicesChevalier cautions, "Despite all the hype, Consumer Reports confirms a 79% credit

counseling dropout rate due to its inferior results." WEST: Leader in the
Receivables Management

Solutions
Far worse, critics assail credit counseling reporting a 50% dropout rate at the halfway

point. Indicators for the high dropout rate include mediocre basic interest rate

reduction, unbearable monthly payments, and negative long-term credit implications.

A debt consolidation (http: //debffreeleague.corn/debt consolidation. html) option he also

warns against is trading off unsecured debt for secured debt through a home equity

loan.

He admonishes, "The risky debt consolidation procedure requires a borrower to

pledge the equity on his home to guarantee the loan repayment. However, besides

pushing borrowers into foreclosure because of a loan delinquency, statistics warn that



75% of the people who get home equity loans assume more debt than they previously
had."

In contrast, Mr. Chevalier recommends debt settlement

(http: //debtfreeleague.corn/debt settlement. html) because it provides stronger, less

intrusive debt relief.

In reference, he credits the National Debt Relief Stimulus Plan

(http: //www.debtfreeleague.corn/our guarantee. html) because of its incredible

effectiveness in settling personal, medical, and business debt.

The bankruptcy alternative was pioneered by Debt Free League creates a mutual,

satisfactory exchange between debtors and creditors. The debtor can become debt

free and in turn, the creditor can recover part of the money they could have lost if the

debtor declared bankruptcy, if the creditor charged off the debt as a business loss, or

if the creditor's collection efforts seemed too time-consuming and costly.

The debt reduction benefits of the National Debt Relief Stimulus Plan are enormous.

"Our debt settlement program boasts the lowest fees in the industry, a 100%

cancellation refund just in case you' re not completely satisfied, plus it allows you to re

enroll and be credited some of the fees you previously paid", emphasizes Caitlin Foley,

a Debt Free League debt adviser.

While the procedure has some risks, its pros generally far outweigh the cons. Inquires

about the National Debt Relief Stimulus Plan can be made by calling Debt Free League

at 1-800-213-9968. The company's website also provides an FAQ page

(http: //www.debtfreeleague.corn/faq.html) that addresses the program's most general

questions and answers.

People who owe $10,000 or more in unsecured personal debt, medical debt, or

business debt are encouraged to apply by calling the National Debt Relief Stimulus

Plan at 1-800-213-9968.

About the Author

Victor N. Chevalier is a former debt management industry executive and expert on

bankruptcy avoidance and credit improvement. In the past decade, he has written

extensively about solutions to help consumers and small business owners achieve

financial empowerment. He is the author of Debt Free At Last: A Superior Solution to

Bankruptcy and Credit Counseling, and SETTLE Personal, Medical, and Business

Debt for PENNIES on the Dollar! Both books are available online free to the general

public.

About Debt Free Lea ue:

Debt Free League is a financial services organization, which employs professional

debt arbitrators to help consumers and small business owners who may be in need of

unsecured debt relief.
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Comments

Comment from Collection Veteran Since 1964 on August 31, 2009 at 3:39PM EST

It does not take six months time for a oost oetition financial course. I suaaest vou



check the United States Trustee web site for the required time to complete the

course. The consumer can complete a course in two hours, not six months.

Comment from The Avenger on August 31, 2009 at 4:36PM EST

Why does InsideARM, of all people, keep giving free publicity to "debt relief" seams

that tell debtors not to pay their bills? Debt Free League's site directs you to a
"National Debt Relief Stimulus Plan" that exists only in their imagination. Debt Free

League's FAQs assure us that debt settlement is legal in almost all 50 states. Not in

NC, where for-profit debt adjustment is a crime. I' ve seen far more than enough

seams to recognize Debt Free League as one. I'm no fan of the ARM industry, but at

least ARM professionals actually give the money they get from consumers to

creditors.

Comment from Almost Free Here I Come on September 17, 2009 at 8:26PM EST

Well regardless of the bad fame many bad actors have given the debt settlement

industry, especially now more than ever due to the bad economy many consumers

are being taken advantage by over night companies or as I personally seen

Mortgage companies trying to get into the field. I can personally vouch for Debt Free

League as I'm about 3/4
os of the way completed the program, I can honestly say that

their customer service can use just a tad work when it comes to returning timely

calls, but other that that the savings I have acquired has been great! Could I have

done this myself? Sure, maybe'? But why deal with all the drama, I sit back and wait

for settled accounts in the mail, they do all the dirty work.

Comment from Debt Free at last on January 31, 2010 at 1:38AM EST

Before people talk about Debt Free League being a scam without doing any due

diligence whatsoever, I highly recommend READ THE FREE DEBT ELIMINATION

BOOK at at Debtfreeleague .corn

Also see the proof for yourself of the actual debt settlement letter on negotiations

they have made with many creditors and debt collectors.

And to the earlier "it's a scam" commentator, get the facts straight! "Debt settlement"
is a "legal" practice in many U.S. states. It's also growing in popularity because many

consumers aren't getting much help from credit counselors who can only help ease

a debtor's finances with interest rate reduction. However, a debt settlement program

is an excellent bankruptcy alternative.
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